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Voldemārs Johansons is a composer and contemporary artist living and working in Riga, Latvia. His 
installation works are precisely designed like experimental devices based on scientific research that 
employ sound, l ight and video to focus on the relation between human perception and the natural 
environment.
For example, ‘Op. 39 (standing waves)’ *Fig.1 at the Riga Cathedral is a sculpture of steel pipes that looks 
like a pipe organ which stands in the cathedral courtyard. Various bass sounds are produced and changed 
by capturing the influences of the surrounding temperature, wind and the audience’ s standing position.
‘Thirst’ *Fig.2 is a video and sound installation with an image of surging waves, which was filmed using a 
super high quality camera from a rock in the North Sea, screened with a panoramic screen. Accompanied 
by a powerful sound system and smoke machine, the audience can experience the overwhelming power of 
nature as if they were at the scene.

For his first exhibition in Japan, Johansons chose ‘Uncertainty’ as the theme.
Ilya Prigogine, a physicist known for the theory of dissipative structures, stated that ‘instability and 
creativity are inherent in our world’ , further claiming that the laws of nature which are ‘unpredictable but 
not random’ have a significant influence on art and design, human creativity and imagination.

In Johansons’ new sound installation presented in the exhibition, a sample containing a trace amount of 
radioactive material is used. Radioactive substances emit radiation at the moment their nuclei collapse. The 
frequency of the probabil i ty of radioactive decay is determined by the type of substance,  but the 
occurrence of the decay cannot be predicted. A Geiger tube in the work detects any unpredictable radiation 
emissions, and upon detection, an ‘instrument’ generates a sound in accordance of the live data. Invisible 
environmental changes in the exhibition space because of the radiation become audible through the 
artwork.

Radiation cannot be perceived by human senses; however, it exists in the natural environment in various 
forms and is used widely in fields such as energy, medicine and biotechnology. There have been a lot of 
discussions about the existence of nuclear weapons and nuclear power generation. And still it is lying in 
front of us as a big problem that we can not even see the path to resolving these issues.
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Voldemārs Johansons Solo Exhibition

Cooperation/Support：Embassy of Latvia in Japan

Uncertainty Drive
25 Oct. wed. - 18 Nov. sat. 2017

Opening reception  25 Oct. wed. 18:00 -

Open: Tue- Sat  11:00 - 19:00
Closed: Sun, Mon and Public Holidays
Admission Free

Artist Talk at Embassy of Latvia in Japan
                 27 Oct. fri. 19:00 -

Address:   37-11 Kamiyama-cho
                 Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-0047
　　　      +81(0)3-3467-6888

The contemporary art gallery opened in July 2016 in Daikanyama, 
Tokyo. It has a unique space with 2 floors and also pffers artist 
residency facilities. “LOKO” means “place” in Esperanto. And the gallery 
endevors to create a place for the cultivation of emerging artists and to 
promote open communications among all people in the art community.

Voldemārs Johansons

Studied composit ion of  e lectronic  music  at  Royal  
Conservato i re ,  Ins tutute  of  Sonology ,  Den Haag ,  
Netherlands. After graduation, he deepened his research on 
organic combination of acoustic, visual information and 
spatial forms, while engaged in a number of projects aiming 
for fusion of art, science and technology. He presents his 
works around the world as a contemporary artist, and also 
active as a composer and researcher.

Johansons' works have been presented at : the Venice 
Biennale of Architecture, Ars Electronica Center (Lintz), 
BOZAR (Blussels), Ruhr triennale (Germany), STEIM 
(Amsterdam), LISTE ART FAIR (Basel), The Latvian National 
Opera, Kochi Biennale (India) and elsewhere.

http://johansons.info/

Selected Solo Exhibitions
2013  RIXC The Centre for New Media Culture, Riga
2012  “Attractors” Arsenāls, Riga
2011  “Patterns, Flow”
　　　Center of Contemporary Art - Tbilisi (CCAT), Tbilisi
           “Flows / Weaves” Galerija 21, Riga

Selected Group Exhibitions
2017  “Extension.lv: Meeting With Ourselves”
           Triumph Gallery, Moscow
2016  Kochi-Muziris Biennale 2016
2015  “Visionary Structures. From Johansons To Johansons” 
           BOZAR   Palais des Beaux-Arts 
           / Paleis voor Schone Kunsten, Brussels
           “Group Exhibiion” Primo Marella Gallery Milan, Milan
2014  “Fields - patterns of social, scientific, and
            technological transformations”
           RIXC The Centre for New Media Culture, Riga
           “Drawings and Etchings” Galerie Kornfeld, Berlin
2013  “Images du Futur” Primo Marella Gallery Milan, Milan
2010  “Vandværker/Waterworks”  Kulturhuset, Randers
            Swedbank Art Award 2009 exhibition - , Vilnius

THIRST, 2015 *Fig.2
Single channel video, 5.1 sound, fog, 　Dimensions variable (screen size: 12x5m)

Op.39 (standingwaves), 2014 *Fig.1
steel, air, electronics
A composition of 14 steel pipes ranging from 150 to 400 cm in size, 
positioned on four platforms. Dimensions ca. 2500 x 400 x 100cm.

VIDEO:   https://vimeo.com/144856208

VIDEO:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_OjaS7woyc

12-6 Uguisudani-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0032 JAPAN
TEL: +81(0)3-6455-1376  FAX: +81(0)3-6455-1378
MAIL: info@lokogallery.com
URL: http://lokogallery.com

6min. walk from DAikanyama Sta.  10min. walk from Shibuya Sta.


